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Low achievers follow-up plan Grade Seven  Second Term 
 

Unit Seven 

 

Vocabulary 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   1   ) 

A )  Fill in the spaces with the correct words :  

familiar  - filmed -  wonders -  cultural  -  probably 
1. The Great Wall of China is one of the seven ………………..… of the world. 

2. I don't know that man although his face is ………………..… to me. 

3. It will ……………..… rain tonight. It's too cloudy.  

4. This movie is very interesting. They ………………..… it in Africa. 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   2   ) 

B)  From a , b , c and d choose the correct answers : 

1. The car's………………..… needs service . It gives out much smoke . 

         a.   engine                  b.   palace                     c.   ruin               d. flight 

2. ………………..… travel into space. They go there in spaceships . 

         a.   Relatives              b.   Designers   c.  Inventors       d. Astronauts            
3. We have visited great Islamic ………………..… in Turkey. 

         a.  flights                    b.  issues                      c.   ruins             d.  engines 

4.  A great musical ………………..… will be held in the opera tonight. 

         a.   e-card                   b.  mausoleum            c.  concert          d.  invitation                 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   3   ) 

C )  Match the words with their definitions : 

something makes you feel admiration     (      )      1. quite 

fairly or very, but not extremely     (      )          2. wonder 

the official home of a king or queen     (      )          3. engine 

cases, bags you carry when travelling 

the part of a vehicle that produces power 

 

    (      )  

    (      )    

   4. palace 

 

Grammar 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   4   ) 

D )  Choose the correct form of the verb: 

1. Ahmed ………………..… to England last year. 

a.  travel   b. will travel                c. travelling   d. travelled 

2. Ibn Battuta ………………..…I n 1304 AD.  

    a. were born          b. is born     c. was born        d.  are born 
3. ………………..… you see Ali yesterday?   

a. Does                 b. Did         c. Do            d.  Will 
4.  My mother………………..… breakfast for me this morning. 

          a-   prepared          b-  prepares             c-  preparing  d-  prepare 

5. The children ………………..… to the sea three hours ago.. 

          a-   walk           b-  walks              c-  walking   d-  walked 
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Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   5   ) 

E ) Do as shown between brackets:  

1.   Omar stayed in London for a month.                                        ( Ask a question ) 

         How ……………………………………………………………  ? 

2.    Ayoub had a delicious meal yesterday.                                    ( Make negative ) 

      …………………………………………………………………….…   

3.   Fahd ( study ) hard last night.                                                    ( Correct the verb)  

      ……………………………………………………………………... 

4.   Mona ( tidy ) her room this morning.                                               ( Correct the verb)  

      ……………………………………………………………………... 
 

Language Functions 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   6   ) 

F ) Match the utterances in  ( A ) with their reaction ( B ): 

                           ( A )                                                                     ( B )                    
Thank you, Dad. I'm very happy. (      ) 1. How was your holiday?  

It's a nice place. (      ) 2. I bought you a new mobile phone, Saad. 

Wow! Where did you buy it?  (      ) 3. Hello, can I ask you a question? 

It was fantastic. (      ) 4. Look at my new jacket.  

Please do.     (      )  
 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   7   ) 

G ) Write what you would say in the following situations:  

1.  You want to meet your friend in the evening. 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  

2.  You got a very good mark. 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  

3.  Your brother says ''I've found a big treasure. '' 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  

4.  A friend of yours passed his test. 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  
 

Set Book Questions   

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   8   ) 

H) Answer the following questions: 

1.  Leonardo da Vinci is one of the great artists, why? 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  

2.  The Wright brothers were great inventors. What did they invent? 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  

3. List two types of holidays: 

      a …………………………………      b………………..………… 

4. What is the Taj Mahal? Where is it? 

      ……………………………………………………………………………..  

5.  Mention two of the seven wonders of the world: 

      a. ………………………………………   b. ………………………………………  
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Unit Eight 
 

Vocabulary 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   9   ) 

A) Fill in the spaces with the correct words:  

medieval -  bow  - tear  -  glassmaking  -  daily 
 

1.  Arabs were very skilful in ………………..… . They excelled in glass wares. 

2.  Japanese usually ………………..… when they see each other to show respect. 

3.  Europe was in darkness in the ………………..… ages.  

4.  The doctor advised me to take this medicine three times …….…………………..  

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   10   ) 

B) From a , b , c and d choose the correct answers:   

1. Astronauts are interested in ………………..…. They study the moon, sun and the stars. 

          a. calligraphy       b.  philosophy         c.  dynasty       d. astronomy                 
2. ………………..… races were popular when the Olympic Games started in 776 B.C . 

          a.   Chariot        b.  Manuscript         c.  Bath                d. Glassmaking           

3. In ancient Rome, ………………..… fought to death .   

         a.  governors           b.  tailors                  c.  gladiators        d.  inventors  

4. My little baby tried to ………………..… my papers, but I took them quickly. 

         a.  tear                     b.  bow                      c.  rule                  d.  introduce 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   11   ) 

C )  Match the words with their definitions : 

The government of a country by people or system     (      )   1. bow 

to bend the top part of the body forward to show respect     (      )       2. rule 

the official home of a king or queen     (      )       3. coin 

the study of nature and meaning of truth and good 

a piece of metal, flat and round that is used as money 

 

    (      )  

    (      )    

4. philosophy 

 

Grammar 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   12   ) 

D)  Choose the correct form of the verb: 

1. People walked on the moon forty years ………………..…   . 

a. since           b. ago        c. for                  d. yet 

2. I ………………..… eat fast food, but now I eat healthy food. 

a. used           b. use to                   c.  am using     d. used to 

3. The policemen ………………..… the thieves to police station last night. 

a. take           b. takes       c. took        d. is taking 

4. I used to ………………..… ride a bike in the past. 

a. watch        b. watching             c. watches     d. watched 

5. The poor man ………………..… buy the jacket because he had no money. 

a. couldn’t     b. can't              c. isn’t      d. wasn’t  
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Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   13   ) 

E) Do as shown between brackets: 

1.   My father bought a new car.                                                          ( Make negative ) 

      ……………………………………………………………………… 

2.   Ahmed grows beautiful flowers in his garden.                              ( Ask a question ) 

      ………………………………………………………………………   

3.   Rakan ( meet ) his friends last night.                                             ( Correct the verb )  

      …………………………………………………………………….. . 

3.   Rashid ( tear ) the photo because he didn’t like it.                        ( Correct the verb )  

      …………………………………………………………………….. . 
 

Language Functions 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   14   ) 

F )   Match the utterances in  ( A ) with their reaction ( B ): 

                      ( A )                                                                       ( B )                    
 I wish you good luck. (       ) 1. How about having a walk?  

 You're welcome. (       ) 2. Look at what you've done! 

 That's a great idea. (       ) 3. I have a test tomorrow. 

 Never mind. (       ) 4. Thank you for your advice. 

 I'm so sorry. I didn't mean it.                        (       )  
 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   15   ) 

H ) Complete the missing parts of these mini dialogues:    
1.   Salim : How much fruit juice do you drink? 

      Khalid  : ……………………………………………………………….. 

2.   Hassan  : How was Ali's birthday party? 

      Ahmed : ……………………………………………………………….. 

3.   Fahed : Do you prefer going to the cinema or staying at home? 

      Nawaf  : ……………………………………………………………….. 

4.   Bader  : I travelled to the moon. 

      Basil : ………………………………………………………………….. 
 

Set Book Questions  

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   16   ) 

I) Answer the following questions: 

1.  What can you see in Sabah Al Ahmed Wild Life Reserve? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………..  

2.  What did gladiators use to do in ancient times? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………..  

3.  What can you see in Jerash? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………..  

4. Muslims brought many plants to Europe. Mention two: 

      a. ……………………………   b  …….………………………… 

5. Muslims were skillful in many arts. Mention some: 

     a. ………………………….…  b. ………………..…..…   c. ……..………..………. 

6. What are the two musical instruments Arabs brought to Europe? 

      a. ……………………………   b  …….………………………… 
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Unit Nine 
 

vocabulary 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   17   ) 

A) Fill in the spaces with the correct words:  

runway -  energetic  -  luggage  -  zookeeper   -  throw 

1.  It's not allowed to take too much ………………..… with you on the plane. 

2.  Never ………………..… rubbish on the floor. 

3.  Ziad is very ………………..…  . He does a lot of work every day. 

4.  A ………………..… must be careful. It's very dangerous to look after animals. 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   18   ) 

B) From a , b , c and d choose the correct answers: 

1.   Ali is a great athlete. He won a race yesterday and got a big ………………..….  . 

         a.  gate                b.  reward                c.  coin                d. runway                         
2.   People worked  hard on the sea to ………………..… their living in the past. 

         a.  earn               b.  throw                  c.  complain        d. introduce      

3.   I was amazed when I watched the lions playing with their ………………..…  . 

         a.  park ranger   b.  marine biologist    c.  contoller         d. animal trainer      
4.  Tom is a ………………..… pupil. He never works hard. 

        a.  lazy                  b.   enthusiastic          c.   flexible            d. energetic    
 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   19   ) 

C)  Match words with their definitions : 

1 .  lazy                       (      ) cases, bags you carry when travelling 

2 .  luggage                  (      ) to get rid of something you don't want or need 

3 .  zookeeper               (      ) not liking work or making any effort to do anything 

4 .  throw                       (      ) a vehicle that flies in the air 

                                         (      ) a person who looks after animals in the zoo 

 

Grammar 

 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   20   ) 

D ) Choose the correct form of the verb: 

1.  If you don't catch the bus on time, you ………………..… get to school late. 

        a)  will                b)   are           c)  would             d)  have  

2.  If I forget my books, the teacher ………………..… be angry. 

      a)  would                b)  is                    c)  has               d)  will  

3.  Nurses  ………………..… be kind with patients. 

           a)  will                b)   could           c)  would             d)  should  

4.  We ………………..… smoke cigarettes. They are very dangerous . 

           a)   haven't             b)  mustn't          c)  should                 d) have to 

5.  Students ………………..… respect their teachers. 

           a)   haven't             b)  mustn't          c)  should                 d) are 
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Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   21   ) 

E)  Do as shown between brackets:  

1. Amal has to do her homework tonight.                                              ( Make negative ) 
      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 

2. You must throw rubbish on the ground.                                             (Make negative ) 
      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 

3. If you stay up late, you (  feel  )............................ tired .                   ( Correct the verb ) 

4. I'll buy sunglasses if I have a lot of money.                                       ( Ask a question )  

       What will you do  …………………………………………………………..  ? 

5. If I have enough time , I ………………………………………         (  Complete  ) 

Language Functions 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   22   ) 

F)  Match the utterances with their reactions:  

1. I feel ill today.                           (      ) Are you a zookeeper? 

2. Do you want to be a policeman?                (      ) Thank you. I prefer coffee. 

3. I have to understand animals.              (      ) You should see a doctor. 

4. Would you like some tea?          (      )  No, I'd like to be a park ranger. 

                                    (      )  He mustn’t smoke here. 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   23   ) 

G) Write  what  you would say in the following situations:  

1. Your friend smokes a lot of cigarettes. 
      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 

2. You are in a hurry and you must leave your friends. 
      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 

3. Your sister would like to be a journalist. 
      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   24   ) 

H) Complete the missing parts of these mini dialogues:  

1. Ahmed :  Hamad wants to be a police officer. 

    Ali        :  …………………………………………………………………. 

2. Talal     :  Why must I show my passport here? 

    Ayoub  :  ………………………………………………………………….. 

3. Naif      :  I want to make a project about a great inventor. 

    Salim    :  ………………………………………………………………….. 

Set Book Questions  

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   25   ) 

I) Answer the following questions: 

1. Where does the park ranger usually work? 

      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 
2. What dos a park ranger have to do? 

      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 
3.  What does the marine biologist study? 

      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 
4. What dos a marine biologist has to do? 

      ……………………………………………………..................................………………………….. . 
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Unit Ten 
 

vocabulary 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   26   ) 

A) Fill in the spaces with the correct words:  ِ A/   

refugees  -  award -  designed – electric  -  peaceful 
 

1. Who ………………..… that fantastic building? 

2. Thousands of ………………..… left their country because of the war.  

3. You should be ………………..… with your friends. Don’t make problems with them. 

4. Ahmed Zuwail got an ………………..… in chemistry. 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   27   ) 

B) From a, b, c and d choose the correct answers:   B/ 

1.  His ………………..… is to be a scientist. 

           a. competition       b.   profile       c.   reaction            d.  ambition                 

2.  The ………………..… sent the criminals to prison. 

         a.   judge             b.   theory               c.  pot                  d.  citizen                  
3.   Beethoven was a great musical ………………..…  . 

         a.  controllers      b.  composer           c.   zookeeper     d.  designer  
4.  We must all ………………..… to help the poor. 

        a.  design                 b.  contribute      c.   interview        d.  lay 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   28   ) 

C)  Match words with their definitions: 

1.  profile      (        ) someone who lives in a particular country 

2.  judge        (        ) a short description that gives details about people  

3.  citizen      (        ) someone who has been forced to leave their country 

4.  refugee    (        ) to pass time in a particular place 

                      (        ) the official in a court who decides how criminals should be punished 

 

Grammar 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   29   ) 

D) From a, b, c and d choose the correct form of the verb: 

1. You ………………..… have fast food. They are not healthy. 

       a)  should                 b)   shouldn’t            c)  must               d)  shall 

2. I feel so tired. I ………………..… go to bed earlier 

          a)  have                     b)   has to                  c)  shouldn't        d)  have to 

3. I ………………..… do my homework last Thursday.  

          a)   had to                 b)  have to                 c)  has to              d)  have 

4. The doctors made the operation ………………..… . 

          a)  success                b) successful             c) succeed            d) successfully  
5. Today is Friday. Pupils ………………..… go to school. 

         a)  have to                 b)  must                 c) don’t have to      d)   has to 
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Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   30   ) 

E) Do as shown between brackets:  
1. We had to play extra time to win.                                                   (  Make negative  ) 

       …………………………………………………………………………….. . 

2. If you go to the theatre, you ……………………………………   (  Complete  )  

3. Anwar likes sharing at the school activities.                                  (  Ask a question  ) 

    ………………………………………………………………………..…? 

4. A turtle is a slow animal. It walks ( slow )……………….……    (  Correct  ) 

 

Language Functions 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   31   ) 

F) Match the utterances with their reactions: 

1. Nasser has a lot of ideas.                          (       ) I think it is very comic.      

2. How did you see the new film?                  (       ) Yes. Let's go right now . 

3. Did you have to help mum yesterday?     (       ) Yes, they are 

4. It's too late.                     (       ) Yes, I had to tidy the rooms. 

                                   (       ) certainly! He is very clever. 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   32   ) 

G) Write  what  you would say in the following situations:  

1- You suggest going to the club.  

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………     

2- Your friend writes on the walls of your class.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

3- Your friend suggests going to the cinema. You disagree.                

…………………………………………………… …………………………………………  

4- Your teacher asked which subject you prefer.                     

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- An old man wants to cross the street.           

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

Set Book Questions 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   33   ) 

H) Answer the following questions: 

1. What kind of person are you?  

.………………………………………………………….………………….….                                          

2. What kind of job do you prefer? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

3.  How do you spend your free time? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

4. What did Zuwail get a Nobel Prize in?                                     

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

5. What was Einstein’s theory about? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

6. Why did Shirin Ebadi win the Nobel Peace Prize?  

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        
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Unit Eleven 
 

vocabulary 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   34   ) 

A) Fill in the spaces with the correct words:  ِ  

operate  - crushed -  sources -  containers  -  aside 
 

1. Renewable  ………………..… of energy can be used longer. 

2. Hamad closed the book and laid it  ………………..… on his desk. 

3. The car was  ………………..… between two trucks. 

4. Omar is very clever. He knows how to ………………..… most machines. 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   35   ) 

B) From a , b , c and d choose the correct answers:    

1. People used ………………..… as a fuel in the past. 

          a. hill               b. coal           c. lorry                d. container                         
2. Saudi Arabia has the largest ………………..… of oil in the world. 

         a. deposit               b. turbine            c. windmill         d. mayor                             
3. A scholar has a ………………..… mind. 

         a. renewable          b. non- renewable  c. steep          d)  brilliant       
4. Bottles, glass and paper are ………………..… in factories. 

 a. tidied               b. recycled           c. trapped              d)  crushed                
 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   36   ) 

C)  Match words with their definitions: 

1. hill              (         ) to use something again   

2. steep         (         ) to put things until you need them  

3. aside          (        ) a land that is higher than the land, like a small mountain 

4. reuse         (         ) kept out of the way to be used later 

                          (        ) a road, hill that slopes at a high angle                                                   

 

Grammar 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   37   ) 

D) From a , b , c and d choose the correct form of the verb: 

1.  I’m …………………… visit the museum this weekend. 

        a)  go to                  b)   going to               c)  goes to       d)  went  

2.  The boys got ...............…………. their tents to sleep.              

       a)   out of               b)   into                       c)  in               d)   on 

3.  When we reached the campsite, we took our tent and food……………….. the car. 

      a)   to               b) out of                 c)  away from       d)  in 

4.  Sir Issac Newton was a scientist. He was born…….….. 25
th

 December, 1642. 

a.  in      b.  on        c. at                    d.  by 

5.  Ali was angry ………………………. his son. 

           a)   with             b)   to                    c)  from                  d)  by 
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Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   38  ) 

D) Do as shown between brackets : - 

1. I  (  buy  ) a new mobile next week            (  Correct the verb ) 

      …………………………………………………………………….. . 

2. We are going to play tennis tomorrow.                     (  Ask a question   )  

      ………… are you…………………………………………………..  ? 

3. He will buy a new car if…………………………………………… (  Complete ) 

4. I didn't go to the club yesterday. I was very tired.                             ( join )  

      …………………………………………………………………….. . 

5. You mustn't chew gum in class, ……………………………?        ( Add a question tag ) 

 

Language Functions 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   39   ) 

E) Match the utterances with their reactions:  

1. I’m travelling to Canada then Italy this year.     (      )  I agree with you. 

2. Our environment is in danger.                      (      )   Never mind. 

3. We should save energy.                                (      )  Wonderful plan. 

4. We should respect out teachers.                    (      )  We must work together to save it. 

                        (      )  Moreover, we should reuse it.   

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   40   ) 

F) Complete the missing parts of these mini dialogues:  

1. Ali: What are you going to do tomorrow morning? 

    Bader: ………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Ahmed: How do you think our life will be like in the future? 

    Basem: My favourite subject is Science. 

3. Talal: We should think of other sources of energy. 

    Nabil: ………………………………………………………………….……….. 

 

Set Book Questions 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   41   ) 

G) Answer the following questions: 

1.  What do we use a water pump for? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

2.  What should we do with empty bottles? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

3.  Mention some renewable sources of energy: 

    a ……………………..………   b ………………..…………  c  ………….………  

4.  Mention some non- renewable sources of energy? 

    a ……………………..………   b ………………..…………  c  ………….………  

5. Where can we find coal? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

6.  What is oil made of? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        

7.  What problem can we face with the solar energy? 

……………………………………………………….…………………….…...        
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Unit Twelve 
 

vocabulary 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   42   ) 

A/  Fill in the spaces with the correct words:   

  stormy  - commands -  obeys -  pollution  -  predicted 
 

1.  ………………..… can be reduced if we are careful about the environment.  

2. Children must obey their parents' ………………..…  . 

3. The weather was very ………………..… . We couldn’t go out.     

4. I ………………..… that life will be much more easier in the future. 

 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   43   ) 

B/From a , b, c and d choose the correct answers:    

1. It’s  ………………..… today. How about going camping? 

a.   rainy              b.   snowy                c.  stormy              d.  sunny                   
2. Ice in the  ………………..… regions is turning into water. 

a.  tiny                 b.  polar                   c.   useful           d.  cloudy                  

3. We must do our best to keep our  ………………..… clean. 

          a.  environment      b.   glacier           c.   sea level           d.  Flood                

4. Fawzi likes Italian food,  ………………..… he doesn't like Chinese food. 

a. so             b. and                      c.  or         d. But 

  

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   44   ) 

C/  Match words with their definitions: 

1. stormy             (        ) close to or relating to the North or South Pole 

2. environment    (        ) to move information from network to a small computer  

3. polar                (        ) with strong wind, heavy rain and dark clouds 

4. download         (        ) the air, water, land on Earth which can be harmed by man 

                               (        ) a machine that can do some of the person’s work   

                                                 

Grammar 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   45   ) 

D) From a , b, c and d choose the correct form of the verb: 

1. My team played well, ………………..… they didn’t win the match. 

           a-  and                      b-  so                  c-  but                     d-  because 

2. It was raining outside,  ………………..… I took my umbrella 

           a-  and                      b-  so                  c-  but                     d-  because 

3. Much land in Africa ………………..… become desert because of the lack of water. 

         a-   will            b- will be    c- should            d-  shall  

4. I like ………………..… on the sea. It's a very interesting job. 

         a- work             b- worked            c-  works                d-  working 

5. Ali is too fat,  ………………..…  ? 

         a- isn't he?             b- doesn’t he?         c-  can't he?             d-  hasn’t he? 
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Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   46   ) 

E/  Do as shown between brackets required 

1.  Hani will move to the new house this weekend .                              ( Make negative  ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.  If it rains, I (  stay  )…………………………… at home.               ( Correct the verb  ) 

3.  Ali was sick yesterday.  He didn’t go to school .                             ( Join  ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. I will study engineering in the future.                                               ( Ask a question  ) 

……………………………………………………..…………….……….? 

5. Bader painted a nice picture, …………..……………..….?            ( Add a question tag)  

 

Language Functions 
Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   47   ) 

 F) What  would you say in the following situations:  
1. We should keep the environment clean. 

         ……………………………………………………………………….….. 

2. Someone said that we will have flying cars in the future. 

         …………………………………………………………………….…….. 

3. Your brother told you that the weather is nice. 

         …………………………………………………………………………… 

Date :        /          2013     Ex No  (   48   ) 

G) Complete the missing parts of these mini dialogues:  
1. Faris      : What are you going to do when you leave school? 

    Nader    : ……………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Basil     : Do you prefer meat or chicken? 

    Naif      : ………………………………………………………………………... 

3. Hamad  : It's very cloudy today. 

    Talal      : ………………………………………………………………………... 

Set Book Questions   
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H) Answer the following questions: 

1.  What’s the weather like in Kuwait in summer? 

………………………………………………………………………………... 

2.  Why is the world’s climate changing? 

………………………………………………………………………………... 

3.  What causes pollution?  

………………………………………………………………………………... 

4.   What are your predictions for the future? 

………………………………………………………………………………... 

5.  Why would some people like to live in the future? 

………………………………………………………………………………... 
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